IAMAS Bureau meeting Munich and Oberpfaffenhofen July 2014 – a fragrance of memories

16 July after arrival at MotelOne and inspecting presents from Beijing: Guoxiong WU, Joyce PENNER, Zheng LIN, Athena COUSTENIS, John TURNER (from left; photos Hans Volkert unless stated otherwise)

17 July at DLR-IPA during presentation by IPA-director Markus Rapp: Guoxiong WU, Zheng LIN, John TURNER, Markus RAPP, Hans VOLKERT, Athena COUSTENIS, Joyce PENNER, Thomas GERZ (from left; photo: Frank Holzäpfel)

In front of HALO research aircraft (below left; photo Andreas Minikin) and inside HALO where Andreas MINIKIN explains onboard instruments (below right).

International and inter-generational supper table at Nockherberg beergarden on 17 July: Zheng LIN, Joyce PENNER, Birgrid KRÜGER-VOLKERT, Florian MILLER, Sarah VOLKERT, Athena COUSTENIS, John TURNER, Guoxiong WU, Livia SPREEMANN, Jan SPREEMANN (from behind; clockwise from lower left).